
 

 
About yourself 

 

In a short paragraph, please tell us about yourself (you may wish to talk about; your interests, 
what pronoun you’d like to be referred to as, the nationality you identify with, family, gender) 

 
Hi my name is Andy. I am male 41 years old, White British and go by He/Him. 
I started working for Anderida in 2020 and have loved every day. I like to think of my self as funny 
but my three children would say different as apparently their “DAD jokes”. 
I have a massive passion for music and love all Genre’s from Rock to Drill, yep Drill I know it’s 
embarrassing at my age right. I may look in my 40’s but mentally I’m a lot younger. 
I used to race Motorbikes but due to a bad crash no longer do that anymore, yet!! 
I follow Football and Rugby but I’m not as passionate about either as I once was. My heart is still 
at my childhood club of Chelsea FC but I’ve been following Brighton for a few years now as they 
are local and also doing quite well, glory hunter I know. My son who was playing for an Academy 
at the time, two seasons ago scored 4 against Chelsea and 2 against Brighton in a tournament and 
that made his day and although I was happy about his performance being that he’s  a Liverpool 
fan I have to admit almost ruined mine!! 
I may come across like I take nothing serious and will sometimes crack a joke at inappropriate 
moments but that’s just my way and I can also be serious when needed and so I’m told am a really 
good listener, although I cant remember who said it?? 
So to sum up, I’m old, have bad taste in music, not very sporty, tell awful jokes and have a bad 
memory.  
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